ERROR CODE MESSAGES FOR THE DESCRIPTOR TABLE

CODE: D00  MESSAGE: TRANS ALREADY EXISTS
DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: A Descriptor Table maintenance transaction already exists on the on-line hold file for the control key specified. To change an existing Descriptor Table maintenance transaction on-line, use the recall function.

CODE: D01  MESSAGE: ADD/MATCH ERROR
DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: There is already an entry in the Descriptor Table for the control key specified. Table maintenance transactions with a function code of "A" (add) must not find a matching record.

CODE: D02  MESSAGE: CHANGE/NO MATCH ERR
DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: There is no previous entry in the Descriptor Table for the control key specified. Table maintenance transactions with a function of "C" (change) must find a matching record.

CODE: D03  MESSAGE: DELETE/NO MATCH ERR
DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: There is no previous entry in the Descriptor Table for the control key specified. Table maintenance transactions with a function of "D" (delete) must find a matching record.

CODE: D04  MESSAGE: DELETE TRAN HAS DATA
DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: Invalid data was coded on a delete Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. The control key and the function are the only data allowed on a delete Descriptor Table maintenance transaction.

CODE: D05  MESSAGE: INVALID FUNCTION
DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid function code was entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are "A", "C", "D" and "P".

CODE: D06  MESSAGE: INVALID RECORD NO
DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid record number was entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are "1" and "2".
CODE: D07  MESSAGE: INVALID DATA TYPE

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid data type was entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. The data type for all Descriptor Table maintenance transactions must equal "T".

CODE: D08  MESSAGE: INVALID TABLE TYPE

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid table type has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are "D", "AC", "PC", "CT", "TD", "CC", "DA" and "VE".

CODE: D09  MESSAGE: DT TITLE MISSING

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The title for this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction must not be blank.

CODE: D10  MESSAGE: ERROR MSG TOO LONG

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The error message entered in the D51-error code table is too long. Error messages cannot exceed 20 characters.

CODE: D11  MESSAGE: CHANGE HAS NO DATA

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: A "change" Descriptor Table maintenance transaction must have reference data or title. Both the reference data and title cannot be blank on a change transaction.

CODE: D12  MESSAGE: TABLE DOES NOT EXIST

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid Descriptor Table identification has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Table type code must be "D," for descriptor. Table identification codes must be one of the following:

D01 through D05;
D09 through D11;
D14 through D26;
D28 through D33;
D36 through D42; or
D44 through D54
CODE: D13  
MESSAGE: INVALID KEY LENGTH

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid length for the table entry key has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid lengths for each subtable (not including the department code) are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D01: 0</th>
<th>D18: 8</th>
<th>D31: 3</th>
<th>D45: 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D02: 2</td>
<td>D19: 10</td>
<td>D32: 9</td>
<td>D46: 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D03: 4</td>
<td>D20: 12</td>
<td>D33: 4</td>
<td>D47: 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D04: 6</td>
<td>D21: 14</td>
<td>D36: 2</td>
<td>D48: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D05: 8</td>
<td>D22: 1</td>
<td>D37: 4</td>
<td>D49: 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D09: 2</td>
<td>D23: 2</td>
<td>D38: 6</td>
<td>D50: 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D10: 2</td>
<td>D24: 4</td>
<td>D39: 8</td>
<td>D51: 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D11: 2 or 4</td>
<td>D25: 1</td>
<td>D40: 10</td>
<td>D52: 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D14: 6</td>
<td>D26: 3</td>
<td>D41: 12</td>
<td>D53: 0 or 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D15: 2</td>
<td>D28: 1, 2 or 3</td>
<td>D42: 14</td>
<td>D54: 2 or 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D16: 4</td>
<td>D29: 12</td>
<td>D44: 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D17: 6</td>
<td>D30: 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CODE: D14  
MESSAGE: REFERENCE NOT BLANK

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: Reference data must be blank for various subtables. These subtables are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D01</th>
<th>D20</th>
<th>D38</th>
<th>D54</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D02</td>
<td>D21</td>
<td>D39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D03</td>
<td>D22</td>
<td>D40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D04</td>
<td>D23</td>
<td>D41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D05</td>
<td>D24</td>
<td>D42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D09</td>
<td>D25</td>
<td>D44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D10</td>
<td>D26</td>
<td>D45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D15</td>
<td>D28</td>
<td>D46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D16</td>
<td>D30</td>
<td>D47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D17</td>
<td>D33</td>
<td>D48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D18</td>
<td>D36</td>
<td>D49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D19</td>
<td>D37</td>
<td>D50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CODE: D15  
MESSAGE: EXTRA DATA IN REFER

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The reference data for this subtable contains more than the allowable lengths. The allowable lengths for these subtables are:

- D11: 8
- D28: 1
- D31: 2
- D32: 27
- D51: 5
- D52: 9
- D53: 8
CODE: D16  MESSAGE: INVALID DEPT

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid department code has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are A - Z for the first position and 1 - 9 or blank for the second position.

CODE: D17  MESSAGE: DEPT MUST BE ZZ

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The department code for this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction must be ZZ when the following statewide subtables are being updated:

D09  D25
D10  D26
D14  D28
D15  D29
D16  D30
D17  D31
D18  D32
D19  D33
D20  D45
D21  D46
D22  D48
D23  D51
D24  D52
D54

CODE: D18  MESSAGE: INVALID DIVISION

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid division code has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are alphanumeric but cannot be "00".

CODE: D19  MESSAGE: DEPT NOT IN D01

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The department code used in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction must match a department in the department (D01) subtable.

CODE: D20  MESSAGE: INVALID BRANCH

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid branch has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are alphanumeric, but cannot be "00".
CODE: D21  MESSAGE: DEPT/DIV NOT IN D02

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The department/division combination used in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction must match a department/division combination in the division (D02) subtable.

CODE: D22  MESSAGE: INVALID SECTION

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid section code has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are alphanumeric, but cannot be "00".

CODE: D23  MESSAGE: D/DIV/BR NOT IN D03

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The department/division/branch combination used in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction must match a department/division/branch combination in the branch (D03) subtable.

CODE: D24  MESSAGE: INVALID UNIT

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid unit code has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are alphanumeric but cannot be "00".

CODE: D25  MESSAGE: D/DIV/B/S NOT IN D04

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The department/division/branch/section combination used in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction must match a department/division/branch/section combination in the section (D04) subtable.

CODE: D26  MESSAGE: INVALID COST ELEMENT

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid cost element code has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. The first position must be alphabetic.

CODE: D27  MESSAGE: INVALID ALLOT CAT

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid allotment category code has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are "10" and "20".
CODE: D28  MESSAGE: INVALID MAJOR OBJ

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid major object code has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are 01 - 99.

CODE: D29  MESSAGE: ALLOT CAT NOT IN D10

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The allotment category code used in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction must match an allotment category in the allotment category (D10) subtable.

CODE: D30  MESSAGE: COST ELEM NOT IN D09

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The cost element used in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction must match a cost element in the cost element (D09) subtable.

CODE: D31  MESSAGE: INVAL D11 M OBJ IND

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The minor object indicator used in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction must equal "Y" or blank.

CODE: D32  MESSAGE: INVALID MINOR OBJ

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid minor object code has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are 00 - 99 or blank if department is "ZZ".

CODE: D33  MESSAGE: MAJ OBJ NOT IN D11

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The major object used in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction must match a major object in the major object (D11) subtable with department "ZZ".

CODE: D35  MESSAGE: INVAL D11 VF 1099

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid 1099 indicator has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are "Y" and blank. This indicator may equal "Y" only if both the W2 and other pay indicators are blank.
CODE: D36  MESSAGE: INVAL D11 VF W2

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid W2 indicator has been entered in this
Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. The only valid values are "Y" and
blank. This indicator may equal "Y" only if both the 1099 and other pay
indicators are blank.

CODE: D37  MESSAGE: INVAL D11 VF OTH PAY

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid other pay indicator has been entered in
this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. The only valid values are "Y"
and blank. This indicator may equal "Y" only if both the 1099 and W2
indicators are blank.

CODE: D38  MESSAGE: INVAL REPT PGM

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid report program was entered in this
Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are AAA - ZZZ for the
first three positions and 000 - 999 for the second three positions.

CODE: D40  MESSAGE: INVALID PGM LVL I

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid value for program level I has been entered
in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are 01 - 99.

CODE: D41  MESSAGE: INVALID PGM LVL II

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid program level II has been entered in this
Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are 01 - 99.

CODE: D42  MESSAGE: D/PGM LVL NOT IN D15

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The department/program level I used in this Descriptor
Table maintenance transaction must match a department/program level I in the
program level I (D15) subtable.

CODE: D43  MESSAGE: INVALID PGM LVL III

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid program level III has been entered in this
Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are 01 - 99.
CODE: D44
MESSAGE: D/PDM LVL NOT IN D16

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The department program level I/program level II combination used in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction must match a department program level I/program level II combination in the program level II (D16) subtable.

CODE: D45
MESSAGE: INVALID PGM LVL IV

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid program level IV indicator has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are 01 - 99.

CODE: D46
MESSAGE: D/PDM LVL NOT IN D17

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The department program level I/II/III combination used in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction must match a program level I/II/III combination in the program level III (D17) subtable.

CODE: D47
MESSAGE: INVALID PGM LVL V

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid program level V indicator has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are 01 - 99.

CODE: D48
MESSAGE: D/PDM LVL NOT IN D18

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The department program level I/II/III/IV combination used in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction must match a department program level I/II/III/IV combination in the program level IV (D18) subtable.

CODE: D49
MESSAGE: INVALID PGM LVL VI

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid program level VI has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are 01 - 99.

CODE: D50
MESSAGE: D/PDM LVL NOT IN D19

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The department program level I/II/III/IV/V combination used in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction must match a department program level I/II/III/IV/V combination in the program level V (D19) subtable.
CODE: D51
MESSAGE: INVALID PGM LVL VII

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid program level VII has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are 01 - 99.

CODE: D52
MESSAGE: D/PGM LVL NOT IN D20

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The department program level I/II/III/IV/V/VI combination used in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction must match a department program level I/II/III/IV/V/VI combination in the program level VI (D20) suitable.

CODE: D53
MESSAGE: INVALID GAAP FUND

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid GAAP fund has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are 01 - 99.

CODE: D54
MESSAGE: INVALID GAAP SUBFUND

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid GAAP subfund has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are 01 - 99.

CODE: D55
MESSAGE: GAAP FUND NOT IN D23

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The GAAP fund used in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction must match a GAAP fund in the GAAP fund (D23) subtable.

CODE: D56
MESSAGE: INVALID FUND

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid fund code has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are alphabetic characters only.

CODE: D57
MESSAGE: INVALID FUND DETAIL

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid fund detail has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are alphanumeric, but cannot be "00".
CODE: D58  MESSAGE: FUND NOT IN D25

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The fund entered in the fund detail (D26) subtable must match a fund contained in the accounting fund (D25) subtable.

CODE: D59  MESSAGE: INVALID D28 FUNCTION

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid function code has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. The first position of the function must be alpha. The second and third positions may be blank or alphanumeric. The third position must be blank if the second position is blank. A two-position function combination must match a one-position function code in the D28 subtable. A three-position function combination must match a two-position function code in the D28 subtable.

CODE: D61  MESSAGE: INVALID MOF

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid means of financing code has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are alphabetic.

CODE: D62  MESSAGE: INVALID GL ACCT

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid general ledger account number has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are 001 - 999.

CODE: D63  MESSAGE: INVAL D31 DR/CR IND

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid debit/credit indicator has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are "D" = debit or "C" = credit.

CODE: D64  MESSAGE: INVAL D31 CLOSE IND

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid close indicator has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are "0," "1," and "2."

CODE: D65  MESSAGE: INVAL SUBSIDIARY ACT

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid subsidiary account code has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are alphanumeric, but cannot be "000000."
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CODE: D66
MESSAGE: GL ACCT NOT IN D31

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The general ledger account number entered in the general ledger subsidiary (D32) subtable must match a general ledger account number entered in the general ledger (D31) subtable.

CODE: D68
MESSAGE: INVALID SOURCE

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid source code has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are 0001-9999.

CODE: D69
MESSAGE: INVALID ACTV LVL I

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid activity level I code has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are alphanumeric, but cannot be "00".

CODE: D70
MESSAGE: INVALID ACTV LVL II

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid activity level II code has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are alphanumeric, but cannot be "00".

CODE: D71
MESSAGE: D/ACTV LV NOT IN D36

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The activity level I code entered in this activity level II (D37) subtable must match an activity level I in the activity level I (D36) subtable.

CODE: D72
MESSAGE: INVALID ACTV LVL III

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid activity level III code has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are alphanumeric, but cannot be "00".

CODE: D73
MESSAGE: D/ACTV LV NOT IN D37

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The combination of department activity level I and II entered in this activity level III (D38) subtable must match a department activity level I and II combination in the activity level II (D37) subtable.
CODE: D74                         MESSAGE: INVALID ACTV LVL IV
DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid activity level IV code has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are alphanumeric, but cannot be "00".

CODE: D75                         MESSAGE: D/ACTV LV NOT IN D38
DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The combination of department activity level I, II and III entered in this activity level IV (D39) subtable must match a department activity level I, II and III combination in the activity level III (D38) subtable.

CODE: D76                         MESSAGE: INVALID ACTV LVL V
DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid activity level V code has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are alphanumeric, but cannot be "00".

CODE: D77                         MESSAGE: D/ACTV LV NOT IN D39
DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The combination of department activity level I, II, III and IV entered in this activity level V (D40) subtable must match a department activity level I, II, III and IV combination in the activity level IV (D39) subtable.

CODE: D78                         MESSAGE: INVALID ACTV LVL VI
DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid activity level VI code has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are alphanumeric, but cannot be "00".

CODE: D79                         MESSAGE: D/ACTV LV NOT IN D40
DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The combination of department activity level I, II, III, IV and V entered in this activity level VI (D41) subtable must match a department activity level I, II, III, IV, and V combination in the activity level V (D40) subtable.
CODE: D80
MESSAGE: INVALID ACTV LVL VII

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid activity level VII code has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are alphanumeric, but cannot be 00.

CODE: D81
MESSAGE: D/ACTV LV NOT IN D41

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The combination of department activity level I, II, III, IV, V and VI entered in this activity level VII (D42) subtable must match a department activity level I, II, III, IV, V and VI combination in the activity level VI (D41) subtable.

CODE: D82
MESSAGE: INVALID PROJECT TYPE

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid project type code has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are alphanumeric.

CODE: D83
MESSAGE: INVALID STW PROJECT

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid statewide project code has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are alphanumeric, but cannot be all zeroes or all nines.

CODE: D84
MESSAGE: INVALID CONTROL PROJ

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid control project code has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are alphanumeric, but cannot be all zeroes or all nines.

CODE: D85
MESSAGE: INVALID PROJECT

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid project code has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are alphanumeric, but cannot be "000000".

CODE: D86
MESSAGE: INVALID LOCATION

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid location code has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are numeric.
CODE: D87  
MESSAGE: INVALID FED CAT NO  

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid federal catalog number has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are any combination of digits but not all zeroes or blanks.

CODE: D88  
MESSAGE: INVALID FEDERAL AGY  

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid federal agency code has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are alphanumeric but not all zeroes or blanks.

CODE: D89  
MESSAGE: INVALID ERROR CODE  

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid error code has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. The first position must be alphabetic. Positions two and three may be alphanumeric.

CODE: D90  
MESSAGE: INVAL D51 ELEM NO  

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid element number has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are all blanks or 01-99. This element must be blank if the first character of the error code is "D", "T", "A", "C", "V", "L", "Q", or "P".

CODE: D91  
MESSAGE: INVAL D51 ELEM LEN  

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid element length has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. If the element number is blank, the element length must be blank. If the element number is numeric, the element length must be 01 - 99.

CODE: D92  
MESSAGE: INV D51 SEVERITY IND  

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid severity indicator has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are "B" and "E".

CODE: D94  
MESSAGE: INVAL D52 ELEM LEN  

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid element length has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are 01 - 99.
CODE: D95
MESSAGE: INVAL D52 ELEM LOC

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid element location has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are 002 - 999.

CODE: D96
MESSAGE: INVAL D52 CORR LEVEL

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid correction level indicator has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are "B," "H," "D," and "G."

CODE: D97
MESSAGE: INV D11 DEPT

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: If the minor object is not entered for this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction, the department must be a statewide department (ZZ).

CODE D98
MESSAGE: INV D11 REF DATA

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: If the minor object has been entered, the D11 allotment category, cost element, and minor object indicators must be blank.

CODE D99
MESSAGE: ZZ MIN OBJ PRESENT

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: If a department attempts to add a minor object that is already present for department ZZ, then a D99 error will result.

CODE: DA3
MESSAGE: INV D53 MIN OBJ IND

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid minor object indicator has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are "Y" or blank.

CODE: DA4
MESSAGE: INV D53 ACTIVITY IND

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid activity indicator has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are "Y" or blanks.
CODE: DA5  MESSAGE: INV D53 COST CTR IND

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid cost center indicator has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are "Y" or blanks.

CODE: DA6  MESSAGE: INV D53 PROJECT IND

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid project indicator has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are "Y" or blanks.

CODE: DA7  MESSAGE: INV D53 AL OBJ IND

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid allotment object level indicator has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are "0," "1," and "2."

CODE: DA8  MESSAGE: INV D53 PRJ FUND CTL

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid project fund control indicator has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are "I", "N", or "F".

CODE: DA9  MESSAGE: INV D53 ALOT FND CTL

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid allotment fund control indicator has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are "I", "N", or "F".

CODE: DB1  MESSAGE: INV ALLOT REV IND

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid allotment reversion indicator has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are "Y" or "N".

CODE: DB2  MESSAGE: INV POSTING IND

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid function posting indicator has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are 'Y' and blank. If a three digit key has been entered, the posting indicator must equal "Y".
DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid appropriation fund control indicator has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are "I", "W", or "F".

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid D51 element name has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are non-blank.

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid division has been entered in this on-line Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are alphanumeric but cannot be zeroes.

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid branch has been entered in this on-line Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are alphanumeric but cannot be zeroes.

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid section has been entered in this on-line Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are alphanumeric but cannot be zeroes.

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The fund, fiscal year and appropriation account combination used in this on-line Descriptor Table maintenance transaction must be either alpha for fund, numeric for fiscal year and numeric for appropriation account or blank for fund, numeric for fiscal year and blank for appropriation account.

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid program level I key has been entered in this on-line Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are 01-99.
CODE: DC6  MESSAGE: INVALID D17-KEY

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid program level II key has been entered in this on-line Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are 01-99 for each level.

CODE: DC7  MESSAGE: INVALID D18-KEY

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid program level III key has been entered in this on-line Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are 01-99 for each level.

CODE: DC8  MESSAGE: INVALID D19-KEY

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid program level IV key has been entered in this on-line Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are 01-99 for each level.

CODE: DC9  MESSAGE: INVALID D20-KEY

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid program level V key has been entered in this on-line Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are 01-99 for each level.

CODE: DD1  MESSAGE: INVALID D21-KEY

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid program level VI key has been entered in this on-line Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are 01-99 for each level.

CODE: DD2  MESSAGE: INVALID D24-KEY

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid GAAP fund has been entered in this on-line Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are 01-99.

CODE: DD3  MESSAGE: INVALID D26-KEY

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid fund has been entered in this on-line Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are alphabetic.
CODE: DD4
MESSAGE: INVALID D32-KEY

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid general ledger account has been entered in this on-line Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are 001 through 999.

CODE: DD5
MESSAGE: INVALID D37-KEY

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid activity level I key has been entered in this on-line Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are alphanumeric but cannot be zeroes.

CODE: DD6
MESSAGE: INVALID D38-KEY

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid activity level II key has been entered in this on-line Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are alphanumeric for each level but cannot be zeroes.

CODE: DD7
MESSAGE: INVALID D39-KEY

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid activity level III key has been entered in this on-line Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are alphanumeric for each level but cannot be zeroes.

CODE: DD8
MESSAGE: INVALID D40-KEY

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid activity level IV key has been entered in this on-line Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are alphanumeric for each level but cannot be zeroes.

CODE: DD9
MESSAGE: INVALID D41-KEY

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid activity level V key has been entered in this on-line Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are alphanumeric for each level but cannot be zeroes.

CODE: DE1
MESSAGE: INVALID D42-KEY

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid activity level VI key has been entered in this on-line Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are alphanumeric for each level but cannot be zeroes.
CODE: DE2  MESSAGE: UNAUTHORIZED DEPT

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid department has been entered in this on-line Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. The department must be one that is authorized for the user.

CODE: DE3  MESSAGE: INV ALLOT CAT

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid allotment category has been entered in this on-line Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are "10", "20" or "blank".

CODE: DE4  MESSAGE: INV COST ELEMENT

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid cost element has been entered in this on-line Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are alphabetic or blank.

CODE: DE5  MESSAGE: INVALID KEY APP ACCT

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The key fund, fiscal year and appropriation account used in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction must match a key appropriation account in the Appropriation Account Table.

CODE: DE6  MESSAGE: INVALID REF COMBO

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: If coded, the values for the information elements fund, fiscal year and appropriation account used in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction must be alpha for fund, numeric for fiscal year and numeric for appropriation account.

CODE: DE7  MESSAGE: INVALID REF APP ACCT

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The fund, fiscal year and appropriation account used in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction must match an appropriation account in the Appropriation Account Table.

CODE: DE8  MESSAGE: INVALID ACTIVITY

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: If coded, the activity code used in this on-line Descriptor Table maintenance transaction must be alphanumeric but cannot be zeroes.
CODE: DE9  MESSAGE: INVALID COST CENTER

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: If coded, the cost center used in this on-line Descriptor Table maintenance transaction must be alphanumeric but cannot be zeroes.

CODE: DF1  MESSAGE: INVALID PROJECT

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: If coded, the project code used in this on-line Descriptor Table maintenance transaction must be alphanumeric but cannot be zeroes.

CODE: DF2  MESSAGE: INVALID PHASE

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: If coded, the project phase used in this on-line Descriptor Table maintenance transaction must be numeric but cannot be zeroes.

CODE: DF3  MESSAGE: ACTIVITY NOT IN TBL

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The activity code used in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction must match an activity code in the Department Activity Table.

CODE: DF4  MESSAGE: COST CTR NOT IN TBL

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The cost center code used in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction must match a cost center code in the Department Cost Center Table.

CODE: DF5  MESSAGE: PROJECT NOT IN TBL

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The project/phase combination used in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction must match a project code in the Project Control Table.

CODE: DF6  MESSAGE: INVALID DIVISION

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The division code used in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction must match a division code in the division (D02) subtable.
CODE: DF7
MESSAGE: NO D53 TABLE

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The department and division code used in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction must have a related D53 table.

CODE: DG1
MESSAGE: INVALID BATCH TYPE

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: A batch type has been entered in the control key batch type field. Valid batch types are I, J, K, L, 3 or 5.

CODE: DG2
MESSAGE: INVALID DIV IND

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid division indicator has been entered in the reference data division indicator field. Valid values are "Y" or "N".

CODE: DG3
MESSAGE: INVALID FUND IND

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid fund indicator has been entered in the reference data fund field. Valid values are "Y" or "N".

CODE: DG4
MESSAGE: INVALID PAY IND

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid payment window indicator has been entered in the reference data payment window indicator field. Valid values are "Y" or "N".

CODE: DG5
MESSAGE: INVALID VEND NO IND

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid vendor number indicator has been entered in the reference data vendor number indicator field. Valid values are "Y" or "N".

CODE: DG6
MESSAGE: INVAL VEND NAME IND

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid vendor name indicator has been entered in the reference data vendor name indicator field. Valid values are "Y" or "N".
CODE: DG7  MESSAGE: INVAL VENDOR IND-YY

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid combination of vendor number and vendor name indicators has been entered ("Y" and "Y"). If vendor number indicator is "Y", then the vendor name indicator must be "N" or if the vendor number indicator is "N", then the vendor name indicator must be "Y".

CODE: DG8  MESSAGE: INVAL VENDOR IND-NN

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid combination of vendor number and vendor name indicators has been entered ("N" and "N"). If vendor number indicator is "Y", then the vendor name indicator must be "N" or if the vendor number indicator is "N", then the vendor name indicator must be "Y".

CODE: DH1  MESSAGE: INVALID RT ONLINE SW

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid relationship edit online switch has been entered in this Descriptor Table Maintenance transaction. Valid values are blank, "1", or "2".

CODE: DH2  MESSAGE: INVALID RT MATCH SW

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid relationship edit match method switch has been entered in this Descriptor Table Maintenance transaction. Valid values are blank, "1", "2", "3", "4", "5", "6", "7", or "8".

CODE: DH3  MESSAGE: INVALID RT BATCH SW

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid relationship edit batch switch has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. Valid values are blank or 'Y'.

CODE: DH4  MESSAGE: INVAL RT IND UPDATE

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An invalid relationship edit update of the D53 on-line and batch indicators has been entered in this Descriptor Table maintenance transaction. The update of these on-line and batch indicators is not allowed unless a corresponding D54 table entry exists for the department/division.